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Email is a convenient and eﬃcient communication tool but the features that make it so useful also
make it the perfect way to deliver unsolicited advertising, viruses and other threats. To protect against
these, and more, MailProtect provides a comprehensive filtering solution that can be applied to any
mail system to ensure it remains reliable, eﬃcient and safe.
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MailProtect scans over 2 million emails each day

 Inbound and Outbound email filtering
 24-hour background protection
 Scans for viruses and spam

Features

 Protects against phishing and denial of service attacks
 Customisable content rules
 Easy-to-use and configure via a dedicated website
 Daily spam report emails for all users
 Included support from the Atomwide Service Desk
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World-class email filtering
It is clear that the content of some emails can be inappropriate, sometimes causing offence and irritation
and exposure to unacceptable material. However, there is also the risk of leaking sensitive information,
slowing your network, or even corrupting your local IT systems.
MailProtect protects against all types of email threat including viruses, spam and pornography - as well as
less well known but equally insidious dangers like phishing and denial of service attacks.
The system uses email filtering technology provided by multiple world-class security partners that is
assembled into a coherent set of tools accessible via a custom online interface. By employing antivirus
scanning products in this way MailProtect is able to help recognise existing and also new dangers such as
‘zero-day’ attacks.
Today’s ‘spammers’ are becoming more sophisticated with many attacks now intended to cause disruption
and obtain information for financial gain. This makes combating and blocking spam attacks more complicated
but as MailProtect is able to be applied to any existing email system it will protect users and help keep your
network running smoothly.

Daily spam digest

Secure online management tools

Individual school users will receive a daily report, in
the form of a single email, which lists spam messages
that have been trapped in the past 24 hours. This
helps ensure that no important messages are being
lost in the system.

For Domain Administrators the online management
interface provides a range of options for controlling
the filtering system (perhaps to allow or block all
messages originating from a specific sender), viewing
the message logs, and gathering statistics about
system usage.

Additional functionality exists for users to also log into
the custom online management interface and view
a log of scanned messages relating to any of their
personal email addresses. The details of any emails
blocked by MailProtect can be examined, and ‘false
positives’ can be released (unless they are believed
to contain viruses). Any blocked trusted senders can
then be added to a personal ‘allow’ list so that future
messages are exempt from spam checks.

The service maintains comprehensive logs that are
fully searchable, allowing all messages sent to or from
specific addresses to be identified and further details
such as date stamps and filtering outcomes to be
seen. Trapped messages can also be safely previewed
and released from quarantine if necessary.

Reporting
Reporting facilities are extensive and include the ability to export log records as well as the visualisation
of throughput data in a variety of graphical styles which allows the systems performance to be checked,
proportions of infected and unsolicited mail to be seen and the rankings of most popular inbound and
outbound email addresses to be calculated.
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